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About This Game

Steampunk Action Battle Simulator

is an adrenaline-packed battle simulator game set in a steampunk/medieval mixed world theme.
Experience a battle simulator game like never before!

Play in single player mode against AI or multiplayer mode in versus on a massive scale battle with breathtaking mixed world
visuals!

Play in your style with the diverse selection of units such as: zeppelins, flamethrower, cannons and many more.

Current feature list:

13 types of units

Unique combat system

Single player mode against AI

Multiplayer mode in versus

Massive scale battles

Beautiful mixed world visuals
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Cross platform multiplayer support

Gameplay:
First the player places the available units in tactical positions then a real time battle simulation begins, the goal is to eliminate all

enemies with tactical unit placements.
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Title: Steampunk Action Battle Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Theodor Niklas
Publisher:
Theodor Niklas
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2017
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steampunk action battle simulator

Only spent an hour on it so far. Already super impressed (for VR). Already worth the money. Give it up and move onm.
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lit fam. a decently fun arpg to pass the time, if you ever played monster hunter it
works like that, your in town get quests go out and hunt come back and turn in and repeat, but arpg style.

updating because it seems like dev's abandoned the game.. Good game concept, nice!. Fun Fact for you...
I almost never buy things at full price. In fact in three years I have bought two games at full price. Fallout 4? I got preordered
for 20% off. I put them on my wishlist and wait for a sale. Star Ruler 2 is the best take on this genre in years. I just bought a dlc
for full price.

Developers. You do great work. Keep up the good work, stay inspired, and stay passionate.. Avadon 2 is another great game by
Spiderweb.
If you played Avadon 1, you should get it straight away. The first one was good, but it was rushed and it can be seen when
compared to the next title.
Somewhat simplified gameplay, if compared to Avernum or Geneforge series, but offers the same book-like rich story and
challanging battles, moral dillemas and... lots of loot, big world and pure fun :)

Highly recommended.. gameplay is really bad. Only buy it on sale if you want the achievements.. This DLC very fun and the
included missions are interesting, and engaging, with the skil level ranging from beginner to expert. Note that you are required
to make perfect landing in the first third of the runway, at the proper approach speed in order to receive either a bronze, silver,
or gold medal for completing the mission, so before the final approach save! Overall I recommend this DLC and it is well worth
the money, especially when in a package with other FSX DLC.. Overall the models and stuff like that are pretty neat. The
weapons are cool as well. But i would not reccomend this if you wanted to play gae with dragons. The manta rey is extremely
unbalanced in my opinion. Being able to simply turn faster than everything else, rendering itself impossable to hit. Playing any
other dragon is not really an option, for you will get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by the Rey. I cam looking
for game called time of dragons to be able to play as dragons. It should most likely be renamed Time of Manta Reys.
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To the Moon, too! is a sensitive and delicate continuation of a touching and so well written story. The adventure of two
characters so fundamental to the game (The platypus and the rabbit) in their mission to reach the moon. Beautifully designed
pages with few words and a sweet and beautiful conclusion. Recommended for everyone who fell in love with To the Moon..
People have been saying the $3.99 price tag is right for how long it is. However, the value of a game isn't just about quantity
versus price. It's also about quality, and where this game falls short.

The game does remind me of old platformers you would find in the Commander Keen days, but that isn't exactly a good thing.
The graphics are even less impressive than some of those older titles, and the platforming doesn't hold up as well either. For one,
and which is always a sticking point for me, is when you can't jump off a climbable object like a vine or ladder, but have to fall
of the side of it, meaning you need to climb as high as possible and then hold the direction you need fall towards. This game has
that in spades.

Once you unlock the magic you've pretty much seen all the game has to offer - it's just a matter of what magic suits you more,
or if you prefer strength and ranged attacks versus stealth. This is because you cannot level up enough to unlock every skill at it's
highest tier. I killed every enemy I came across, even backtracking a bit when possible to kill others on secondary paths, and I
only upgraded my magic spells 3 or 4 times out of 9 tiers between the three, and 6 out of 9 for the primary stats of Strength,
Ranged, and Stealth.

The truth is that even at an hour long, most will not finish it because they won't enjoy it enough to do so. Not mention, there's
plenty of free platforming games like this that are both longer and better.

. The core concept is good, game play is solid, but as a whole could use improvement in quality & quantity.

As far as Gravedigging, English Comedy, or Dickensian horror, there is none. There is grave robbing and bad dialogue.

They put together a good playable game, that you'll still sink a week into, and you should give them you're money because I
would love to see them make more stuff. I see potential in them.. I really enjoyed the visuals of the game, HOWEVER. I have
had countless games where left clicking or right clicking will move your peice and 99% of the time is accidental. There is no
option to change this feature and has really damaged the outcomes of some great games. I am going to ask for a refund. This has
really infuriated me becuase some of the games have been really engaging and thrown away simply by just trying to move the
camera and the game registers it as a move to a certain spot.. This game does nothing except crash and freeze my computer, just
the same as another game from this series. I highly suggest you give it a miss.
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